Cases Challenging Mountain Valley
Pipeline (MVP)'s Unlawful Permits
"Endangered Species Case"

Case: Challenges the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's finding that
pipeline construction would not jeopardize endangered or
threatened species (particularly the candy darter, the Roanoke log
perch, and the Indiana bat)
Court, Case #, Name: U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, 202159 - Appalachian Voices et al v. U.S. Department of Interior (Fish and
Wildlife Service)
Outcome: Yet to be decided
(This is the second time the US
FWS has been challenged)

"Jefferson National Forest Crossing Case"

Case: Challenges the Forest Service's decision to amend the
Management Plan for the Jefferson National Forest to make the Plan
consistent with the harms caused by the MVP in Montgomery/Giles
Counties, VA and Monroe County, WV. The case also challenges the
Bureau of Land Management's decision to grant a right-of-way for the
pipeline through the JNF.
Court, Case #, Name: U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, 20-1039 Wild Virginia et al v. U.S. Department of Agriculture (Forest Service), 21-1082
- Wild Virginia et al v. U.S. Department of Interior (Bureau of Land
Management)
Outcome: Yet to be decided

(This is the second time the USFS and
the BLM have been challenged)

"Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
Extension Case" + Emergency Motion for Stay

Case: Two separate cases, later combined, that challenge whether
FERC violated the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) in
granting MVP a 2 year extension, and whether FERC violated the
Natural Gas Act (NGA) in lifting stop work orders, resuming
construction and denying rehearings. An Emergency Motion for Stay
was then filed, and denied by the court.
Court, Case #, Name: U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia, 20-1512 + 21-1040 - Sierra Club et al. vs FERC, MVP
Outcome: Yet to be decided

"MVP Southgate 401 Case"

Case: NC Department of Environmental Quality (NCDEQ) denied
the MVP Southgate Extension Project a Clean Water Act (CWA)
Section 401 permit. MVP appealed. The Fourth Circuit ruled that
NCDEQ had the authority to deny the permit, but needed to
expound further upon their rationale. North Carolina has again
issued its letter denial of the permit, consistently with the
Fourth Circuit's directive.
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Court, Case #, Name: U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit,
20-1971 - MVP vs. NC DEQ
Outcome: NCDEQ reinstated their denial of the 401 permit and fully
justified their decision
The Mountain Valley Pipeline (MVP) mainline is a 303-mile fracked natural gas, highpressure, 42" diameter pipeline that originates in Mobley, WV and terminates in
Chatham, VA. the Mvp mainline is mired in litigation and failed permits. the mvp
Southgate extension project, a 75-mile extension pipeline beginning in chatham, va
and entering into rockingham and alamance counties, nc, currently lacks a key
water quality permit thanks to ncdeq.

If constructed and operated as planned, the gas transported on the MVP mainline
alone Could annually be responsible for near 90 million metric tons of greenhouse
gas emissions, equivalent to 26 new coal-fired plants (Oil Change International). The

mvp mainline has over 600 waterbody crossings remaining -- which they should never
be permitted to finish -- the fight is far from over. The MVP mainline and mvp
southgate must be stopped -- gas must never flow through these pipelines!
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